Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) are possibly the most prevailing and advantageous type of neural network. On the other hand, these networks still have some weaknesses in terms of learning speed, error convergence, and accuracy due to long-term dependencies, which need to be solved. Long-term dependencies are mainly exploding and vanishing gradients through Back Propagation Learning Algorithm. In this paper, Long Short Term Memory or LSTM is used and well structured for resolving the above concerns. 
Introduction
Nowadays, standard neural networks or simply NNs gain great responsiveness from scholars across the globe because of their inspiring possessions, for instance, flexibility for simplification and training capacity. Backpropagation or BP is universally employed for the learning process of NNs. BP is primarily relying on the approach of gradient-descent for shrinking the calculated error or so called the mean squared error, which is resulted from the difference between the concrete outputs from the neurons at the output layer of the neural networks and the desired target. Alternatively, RNNs have been designed and adapted originally to address the problem of the simplicity and fixed architecture. The overall architecture of RNN has the cyclic relations that feed the activation from pervious time step as input to the network in order to make a decision for the current input. The time step activation from previous input is accumulated in the internal state of the network. As a result, RNN utilizes the changing of the background window dynamically of all sequence history instead of permanent window size over the sequence. The RNN capability is better for sequence modeling tasks, for example, sequence labeling and sequence prediction tasks. Both NN and RNN trained with BP, however, training RNN gradient-based back propagation through time is difficult because of the gradient fading and gradient exploding struggles. This inconvenience will limit the ability of RNN to form the long-range context dependencies between the ranges 5 -10 discrete time step from single appropriate input to output. Therefore, LSTM as an elegant architecture was proposed and designed by [1, 2, 3] to address and solve the above problems of RNN. On the other hand, some flaws make BP less attractive when it comes to learning due to its shortcomings as listed by Yi et. al. [4] ; demanding differentiable transferal function for all NN neurons and the risk towards congregating and plunging into local minima, long training time hence slow convergence and very sensitive to the initial settings of the network. As a result, the main contributions of this paper are adapting LSTM network to operate as a cost function for metaheuristic algorithms, so that instead of using BP, metaheuristic algorithms are used to train LSTM network through finding optimum values for its bias and weights. In this paper, multiple metaheuristic methods, such as, Harmony Search, Ant-lion optimization Algorithm, Sine Cosine Algorithm, and Grey Wolf Optimizer are used for training LSTM (the models are symbolized as LSTMHS, LSTMALOA, LASTMSCA and LSTMGWO). This paper is organized as follows: Details about classifiers are presented in section 2. In section 3, metaheuristic optimizers are explained in brief. Details about the process of data collection are described in section 4. In section 5, simulation and results are presented, and finally, the key conclusion ideas are presented.
Recurrent Neural Network Classifiers
Two different recurrent neural network structures are used namely; RNN and LSTM networks. These two networks are discussed in detail in the following subsections.
RNN
RNN is one of the models that are influential in sequential data. The methods of RNN are trained as end to end such that classification of temporal connectionist that makes it feasible to train RNNs specially for embarking upon the sequence labeling problems where the input and output configuration are unknown. Furthermore, RNNs capably are employed to undertake very specific tasks, such as, speech recognition [5] , language modeling [6, 7] , and machine translation [8] . The deployment of RNN is by succeeding a sequence of procedure of random size through frequently putting on transition functions to neurons in the hidden layer (internal state) via which a distinct representation of each input sequence is represented. Equation (1) is expressed as state-to-state transition function, where the work of art element that is nonlinearity with an affine transformation to xt, which is the current input sample and h t-1 , which is the previous time step of the activations of hidden neurons: (1) Where, W specifies the weight matrix between hidden and input layers, U specifies the weight matrix between hidden and hidden recurrent; ∅ represents activation functions, and � � , is the current time step of the activations of hidden neurons.
LSTM
One of the improved types of RNN is LSTM network that is capable of order learning dependence in sequence prediction problems. LSTM architecture network is the improved RNN architecture with the intention of implementing suitable BP training method. As mentioned above, that LSTM model was originally generated for undertaking fading gradient that is mostly prevalent in standard RNN [1] . The vanishing or fading gradient accrues when the pervious gradient shares a problem over time due to declining or growing error through weight updating repeatedly. As a result, the path temporal evolution will connect with all error signals, and it will exponentially flow back through time according to the weights magnitude. Therefore, RNN model was unsuccessful when long time delay happens in relation to appropriate desired and input actions. Nevertheless, LSTM procedure will reduce the problem through implementing persistent error movement over persistent error carrousels via superior components, allowing for not collapsing error stream "back into time". Hochreiter and Bengio [1, 2, 3] had known the obstacles that capture long-term dependencies for training RNN for a long time. However, there have been some successful approaches to this essential challenge, for example, modifying the state-to-state function transition in order to encourage the hidden neurons to organize long-term memory, and generate paths in the time-unfolded RNN. LSTM was developed and the intention for this technique was to address the problem of capturing the long-term dependencies. Since launching of LSTM in 1997 [9] , several versions of LSTM have been released as in [10, 11] . LSTM technique replaces hidden neurons architecture of sigmoid or tanh functions by memory cells as multiple gates manage their input and outputs. These gates manage information flow to hidden neurons. LSTM suffers from high complexity in the hidden layer. LSTM has four times more parameters than conventional RNN. Other methods have been attempted to resolve the problem of long-term dependencies, such as, Grid LSTM and Multi-dimensional networks [9, 12, 13] . Zaremba and Sutskever [11] delivered the latest LSTM modification. Here, C t are the units of memory cell in LSTM, i t represents the input gate, f t represents the forget gate and lastly o t represents the output gate as shown in Fig (1 ). It is imperative to determine the information that is going to be disposed from the cell state. This kind of verdict is done via the forget gate by means of a sigmoid function as shown in the below equation:
Where � � is the forget layer, � represents sigmoid activation function in the forget gate, � � represents weight connection to previous hidden states, � � is weight connection to the input patterns, and � � is the biases at the forget layer. It is also essential to determine a new information that can be stored in the cell state. This process is conducted by two sections: The input gate layer, which determines the values that will be updated and temporary cell state layer, which generates new candidate values in a form of vector that could be added to the state as shown in equations (3) and (4):
Where � � is the input layer, � represents sigmoid activation function in the input gate, � � represents weight connection to the previous hidden states, � � is weight connection to the input patterns, and � � is the biases at the input layer.
Where � � � is the temporary state layer, � is the sigmoid function at the temporary state layer, � � is the weight connection to the previous hidden states, � � is weight connection to the input patterns, and � � is the biases at the temporary state layer.
Next, the new cell state is modified from the old cell state via the following equation:
Thus, the output layer gate will be decided using equation (6):
Where � � is the output layer, � is the sigmoid function at the output layer gate, � � is the weight connection to previous hidden states, � � is weight connection to the input patterns, and � � is the biases at the output layer.
At the end, the output of the LSTM can be determined using equation (7):
In addition to that, the memory cell of LSTM, input, output and forget gate are adaptively expose, forget, and memorize the memory content. In case the memory content are considered important in the memory unit, then the forget gate will be cancelled and the memory content will be carried to various time steps, and that is when the longterm dependency will be captured. Furthermore, the memory unit may decide to delete the memory content by opening the forget gate.
Metaheuristic Optimizers
In this paper, four different types of optimizers from metaheuristic algorithms are chosen to train the weights and biases of LSTM in all its layers; each optimizer is explained briefly as follows:
HS
Harmony search method can easily handle the distinct and continuous variables. Nevertheless, many applications used HS algorithm especially in engineering and industry fields, however, there has been a noticeable improvement in the HS applications in the past. The concept of HS algorithm depending on progress of improvisation of music performers that play music instruments in a band [14] . The improvisation process takes place when performers play and experiment notes on their instruments where the consequential tones are measured to be the harmony according to aesthetic quality measure. For a new HS to be improved, each performer performs new random notes other than the collection of approved notes, or performs already existed notes in recollection, or performs notes existed in memory, but is somewhat adapted. In the end, musicians use the only good improved harmonies until the new of better result is detected for replacing with the worst one.
ALOA
The ALOA is a meta-heuristic that is inspired by antlions and ants where the physical interaction modeled mathematically. The ALOA is originally modified to confront the optimization issues considering the ants' actual movement when catching prey. In this new approach, the search agents are both ants and ant-lions where they try to build a trap step by step to hunt the prey. The steps of the agents are random walk of ants, construct traps, set-up trap for ants, grab or catch the prey [15] .
SCA
The structure of the SCA algorithm is to generate several initial random solutions and then entail them to swing towards the outside or heading for the best candidate solution through mathematical models using functions of sine and cosine. In addition, previous results of SCA algorithm proved that it can manage to explore several different regions and places of the search space, avoid local optima, converge to the global optimum, and develop the regions that were selected during optimization of the search space effectively. The SCA algorithm can be very deductive in solving a real problem with unknown search spaces [16] .
GWO
The major idea behind this algorithm is simulating the performance of the grey wolves live in a grope [17] . The grey wolf has serious hierarchy, the main stage is the leader known as Alpha that is responsible for determining and making choices for the pack. The second stage of the hierarchy in the pack of grey wolf is juniors or Beta. Beta wolves are helping the alpha in other activities such as decision-making. The third stage of this pack hierarchy is Delta; this part is consisting of sentinels, scouts, hunters, elders, and caretakers. First, the scouts will conduct inspecting the borders of the regions and provide the awareness to wolves when any dangers occur. Second, the sentinels will provide the shelter and plan of wolves. Third, the elders or knowledgeable wolves are Alpha and Beta. Forth, the hunters will assist the alpha and beta in hunting and they provide nourishment for the wolves, and finally, the caretakers assist fragile and ill wolves. The lowest stage of the group is omega, where they are relying and depending on all other main wolves. The capacity of grey wolves is remembering the locations of the victim to surround them.
Data Collection
The process of data collection is gathering information and measuring them according to the important variables on hand. In this research work, two data sets are used, they are real data sets created and analyzed from different places, these are; Breast Cancer Wisconsin (Diagnostic), which is provided via the University of Wisconsin and Epileptic Seizure Recognition from Rochester Institute of Technology, which is a time series data set type. All the datasets are available at the University of California, Irvine UCI, fetched from UCI Web Portal and downloaded from UCI repository.
Breast Cancer Wisconsin Data Set
The Breast Cancer Wisconsin data set (BCWDS) is more than 569 records in total used for training purpose [18] . The number of attributes in the dataset is 32. The attributes are: ID, Diagnosis, and 30 real-valued input feature, where the ID attribute expressing the id number of the patient and diagnosis attribute is used for classification purpose where (M = malignant, B = benign). Furthermore, the pre-processing technique is also adapted to produce worthy data intended at further data mining process.
Epileptic Seizure Recognition Data Set
The second data set is a time series data set, which is called Epileptic Seizure Recognition Data Set (ESRDS), which has been collected by Qiuyi Wu and Ernest Fokoue from School of Mathematical Sciences, Rochester Institute of Technology [19] .The data set consists of continuous record of 500 individuals' brain activity for 23.6 seconds. From each second of this contentious data 178 data points of equal intervals are selected to transform the whole EEG recordings for the mentioned time into 4097 consequent recordings. Qiuyi et al., took EEG recordings of brain activity for various individuals with different recording situations so that five different classes are created representing each situation and individual's health condition as follows: 1) Class 1: Represents brain activity recordings of patients diagnosed with epileptic seizure. 2) Class 2: Represents recordings of the EEG for patients, which are diagnosed with a tumor in their brain and the recording is made from the area where the tumor was located. 3) Class 3: Represents brain activity recordings of the EEG for patients, which are diagnosed with a tumor in their brain, and the recording is made from a healthy area other than the location of the tumor. 4) Class 4: Represents brain activity recordings of normal healthy persons with their eyes closed at the recording time. 5) Class 5: Represents brain activity recordings of normal healthy persons with their eyes opened at the recording time. As it can be noticed only individuals in class 1 have epileptic seizure so that for this study purpose we have used a binary classifier model by representing class 1 as positive and class 2 as negative result.
Simulations and Experiments
The database needs to be simplified before processing, the clarification can be accomplished by raising the most important and relevant questions and that are first, is the data available for the task? Second, is the data applicable? Finally, yet importantly, is the available data relevant? The ESRDS from the original data set was fetched initially from UCI university web portal. Then, the pre-processing is conducted on the data set, where the value of the first column that indicates the patient information and id number contains more than one value, which was combined with other attribute values and shows a complex view of the attribute. To crack this problem, we divided the column into three attributes and remove the unneeded value to make the data set clear and ready to process. The experiments have been performed on two data sets BCWDS with 699 records and ESRDS with 4097 data point using 12 computers. The training procedures of weights and biases are conducted with the proposed approaches (see Fig 2) . Details of simulations and coding can be obtained in the following link: "https://github.com/pollaeng/rnn". 
HS
The test datasets are examined with the accuracy of global models. The overall results of basic comparison clearly show that accuracy, training time, communication overhead and other parameters have been optimized. The work of this research is conducted on several computers to test the accuracy of each algorithm with LSTM. The following software configurations are used: the programing language is R; the software program is R studio. As mentioned earlier, LSTM trained with four optimizers (GWO, SCA, HS, ALOA) are proposed; these are LSTMGWO, LSTMSCA, LSTMHS, and LSTMALOA. Both data sets; BCWDS and ESRDS on each model are used for performance evaluation. The main purpose of these experiments is to compare all models on LSTM neurons comparatively; same parameters, such as, no. of hidden neurons, population, and iteration for each model are chosen (See Tables 1 and 2 ). The overall model is small enough just to avoid overfitting, which can easily distract the comparison. The training of the entire network has been completed on BCWDS with 699 records about 90 hours of testing, while ESRDS with 4097 record tested nearly 100 hours. Figures 3 and 4 show the accuracy of the classifier for five folds of train/tests for both data sets, namely; breast cancer and epileptic seizure. In these two settings, we test different number of maximum iteration numbers for searching algorithms to find the optimum solution. The iterations start from five and end at fifty with five steps different each time (see Figure 3) . For all these tests, the number of population and the number of neurons in the hidden layer remained constant for the sake of comparison. Both figures show slight increase of accuracy with the increased number of iterations. However, for the ESRDS (the iterations start from three and end at thirty with three steps different each time, See Figure 4) , grater difference can be seen by using different search algorithms with LSTMALOA leading the accuracy and LSTMSCA being the lowest. Figures 5 and 6 show the accuracy of the classifier with the same setting of five folds for the data sets. In these two settings, we test different number of population numbers for metaheuristic searching algorithms to find the optimum solution. The populations start from five and end at fifty. Again, the number of iterations and the number of neurons in the hidden layer remained constant for the sake of comparison. While all algorithms perform better with BCWDS than ESRDS. Nevertheless, both figures show a little or no change of average accuracy while the number of population increases. With one surprising exception that the accuracy of LSTMSCA algorithm increases steadily with the increase of the search population. 
Change of Hidden Neurons
Figures 7 and 8 show the accuracy of the classifiers with various number of neurons in the hidden layer. Accordingly, in this setting we test various changes in the structure of the neural networks rather than changing the search algorithm parameters. So that the number of iterations and populations remained constant throughout this test. For the BCWDS ( Figure 7 ) the accuracy of algorithms does not change with the different number of neurons in the hidden layer. However, surprisingly, the accuracy of the algorithms on ESRDS declines with increasing the number of neurons in the hidden layer. This might be due to the increased complexity in the network's structure, which requires more training time to converge compared with simpler data set of BCWDS. The results were as follows: the models trained on BCWDS produce 86.67 % as average accuracy for the classification. Whereas the models trained on ESRDS, produce 77.14 % as average accuracy for the classification.
We have used Friedman ranked test to determine either the results of using different algorithms with the change of population, iteration, and hidden layer size can affect the accuracy results. The Friedman Test is a statistical nonparametric ranked test, which can treat multiple dependent samples sets. The null hypothesis of the Friedman Test is that there is no difference between variables. The null hypothesis cannot be rejected if the result of the treated testes is higher than the pre-appointed significance value [20] .
The p-value of Friedman test for breast cancer data set with variation of the population, iteration and hidden layer size are respectfully 0.023, 0.323 and 0.136, which means null hypothesis is true for the tests of variable iteration and hidden layer size. This indicates that different algorithms produce similar results for these two variables. While for the results of the temporal data set the p-value for all three tests are too low which can be rounded to zero, hence we can reject the null hypothesis. This indicates that the different algorithms produce significant different accuracies while classifying the underlying data set.
Conclusion
In this paper, problems of RNN architecture are indicated and LSTM architecture is used as an alternative to RNN to deal with problems of learning speed and accuracy due to long-term dependencies. Instead of BP, this paper uses four different optimizers based on metaheuristic algorithms such as Harmony search, Ant-lion optimization, Sine Cosine, and Grey Wolf Optimizer to train LSTAM. Two data sets are used to examine all models. Same parameters are used for all models. These experimental results were verified using the 5-fold cross validation. The following key points are concluded: 1) When the number of population and the number of neurons in the hidden layer kept fixed. Minor increase of accuracy with the greater than before number of iterations was noticed on both data sets. The larger transformation can be seen by using different search algorithms with LSTMALOA leading the accuracy and LSTMSCA being the lowest. 2) When the number of iterations and the number of neurons in the hidden layer kept fixed, every algorithm performed better with BSWDS than ESRDS. Although, a little or no change of average accuracy, while the number of population increases. With one unanticipated exclusion in which the accuracy of LSTMSCA algorithm increases gradually with the increase of the search population. 3) In addition, when the number of iterations and populations kept fixed. The accuracy of algorithms does not change with the different number of neurons in the hidden layer on BCWDS. On the other hand, the accuracy of the algorithms on ESRDS remarkably declines with increasing the number of neurons in the hidden layer; hence, there is a negative correlation between the number of neurons in the hidden layer and the accuracy of the overall network. This might be due to the increased complexity in the network's structure, which requires more training time to converge compared with simpler data set of breast cancer. 4) The p-value of Friedman test for breast cancer data set with variation of the population, iteration and hidden layer size are respectfully 0.023, 0.323 and 0.136, which means null hypothesis is true for the tests of variable iteration and hidden layer size. This indicates that different algorithms produce similar results for these two variables. While for the results of the temporal data set the p-value for all three tests are too low which can be rounded to zero, hence we can reject the null hypothesis. This indicates that the different algorithms produce significant different accuracies while classifying the underlying data set.
